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ABSTRACT 

 
Name : Naufal Muflih 

Reg. Number : 40300118026 

Major : English and Literature Department 

Faculty : Adab and Humanities 

Title : Striving for Superiority of The Main Character Frank in Sausage 

Party Movie 

Supervisor I : Waode Surya Darmadali, M. Hum. 

Supervisor II :  Dr. Nasrum, S. Pd., M. A. 
 

 

This study discussed the striving for superiority in Sausage Party movie. 

This study aims to analyze the psychological state of the main character regarding 

the individual psychology development (Striving for Superiority process) of the 

main character in the film Sausage Party as a literary work. This study used 

qualitative methods and descriptive analysis techniques in revealing the data. This 

study also used a note-taking instrument to collect valid data. The researcher found 

several aspects that support Frank's strive for superiority, such as type of 

personality, factors in the occurrence of striving for superiority, and compensation. 

This study also concluded that Frank can overcome the sense of inferiority that 

exists within himself. He succeed against his own weaknesses and his aim to save 

all his friends for a successful and better life has totally achieved. Means that feeling 

of being part of a social community is very important. So, people whose social 

interests are well developed, the strive is not for personal superiority but for the 

perfection of everyone in society. 

 
Keywords: Strive, Superiority, Movie, Social Interest. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

A. Background 

 
Personality is everything that underlies an individual in his attitude, how to 

control himself, how to explore his potential, increase self-confidence, and also how 

to communicate with other individuals. 

Therefore, according to what I have learned, Personality Development is a 

very large discussion of human knowledge and skills if we relate it to the other 

majors of knowledge. This is because the discussion on personality development is 

a combination of several disciplines, which include; Communication (because it 

involves human relations with other humans), art (human skills), psychology 

(human mental processes), Anthropology (humans as a whole), and even Literature 

is no exception (the result of human expression in the form of literary works), and 

several other disciplines. As related to the human in accordance with the needs and 

also changes in lifestyle and progress of the times. 

In addition, many experts have formulated the definition of personality. Like 

what Safrudin, Sri Mulyati, and Rosni Lubis said in their book Pengembangan 

Kepribadian that Personality development is a process that sharpens the good 

qualities and reduces the bad traits, (2018: 1). On the other hand, the definition of 

personality by Gordon W.W. Allport in Gunarso's book entitled Pengantar 

Psikologi, said that Personality is the dynamic organization within the individual of 

those psychophysical system that determine his unique adjustments to his 

environment, (1998: 11). While Krech and Richard S. Crutcthfield in Jaenuddin 

books Dinamika Kepribadian (2015: 28) defined Personality is the integration of 
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all individual's characteristics into a unique organization that determines and 

modified by his effort at adaption to his continually changing environment. 

This is more emphasized on self-development, because basically it means 

"developing our potential", so that it can make a more effective and efficient 

character, especially to be realized in social community. We already know that each 

individual is a unique and specific creature that God has created. As humans, we 

grow and develop with other people, therefore we need other humans in our lives. 

Because, it is impossible for a human to develop alone. So, he needs other people 

to convey, to accept his works, his ideas, his aspirations, in order to achieving his 

life goals. 

Luckily, humans are born with the universal social interest, and this need 

will be realized if we are in a state of communicating with other people. This process 

takes a lot of time and continuous effort. Individuals are directed to maintain and 

strengthen feelings of social interest by increasing concern for others, through 

empathy and communication. 

Through these social interactions, a person's character can be known. In 

human life, the study of the human mind and behavior, namely psychology. In the 

other side, social interactions can create an idea or new thought and express their 

ideas or thoughts into literature. 

In human life, there are many social interactions that can cause reaction 

occurs. These reactions are called emotions. Feelings of inferiority and superiority 

are part of emotions. Paponoe said the factors that cause feelings of inferiority are 

parental attitudes, physical deficiencies, mental limitations, and lack of social 

interest. Some people use their feelings of inferiority to motivate their lives to get a 
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decent or a better life than before. In psychology, this action is known as the striving 

for superiority proposed by Alfred Adler in his theory, namely the theory of 

individual psychology. The striving for superiority is an action against feelings of 

inferiority (low self-esteem), covering up all shortcomings in order to get a 

successful life. 

Literature and psychology are very closely related. Because, both literature 

and psychology have the same object, namely, humans. And if we talk about 

Literature, there are several kinds of literary works such as novels, short stories, 

dramas and also films. 

The film itself is an example of a fictional or imaginative literary work. In 

this case, film is a derivative product of a literary genre that related to narrative 

texts (story), which we know as drama. In the process of its creation, Drama is made 

in the form of a script which is then displayed in theatrical performances. It was this 

theatrical drama that later transformed and developed into a film that we know now. 

Film is one type of literary work besides drama, prose, and poetry that 

presents the form of fictional stories in different dimensions. Film is the result of 

the creative process of filmmakers who combine various elements such as ideas, 

value systems, views of life, beauty, norms, human behavior and technological 

sophistication (Trianto, 2013: 1). 

 

According to Michael Rabiger (2009: 8), the notion of film is entertaining 

and also interesting, so that it can make the audience think more deeply. Each of 

the existing works is unique and interesting so there are many ways that can be used 

in a documentary to convey ideas about the real world. 
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As previously explained, the film is arranged in a narrative text in which the 

entire content of the story is displayed in the media. Through the means of narrative 

texts or stories, the audience will indirectly be able to learn to feel and live the 

various life problems offered by the author or narrator of the film. 

The purpose of making a narrative text of a film as a literary work is indeed 

made to be in accordance with literary functions, such as social functions, 

educational functions, and of course as entertainment functions. Like what Puji 

Santosa said that Literature as entertainment is a literary work that presents a 

complete essay or writing, whether poetry, fiction, or drama, which contains 

something that can entertain or please the reader, and provide mental games in the 

reader's mind. 

Although film is a literary work that has a slightly different delivery and has 

been modernized, we should not underestimate the power of film in terms of 

providing a motivation. Beside that, according to Murwonugroho and Yudarwati, 

the duration of exposure in some media can affects the effectiveness of message 

delivery (Adzani & Murwonugroho, 2020: 6). Film is more simpler and less text, it 

is quite different from books and poems, that the story is depends on the text, which 

takes more time to interpret, while film needs further research in order to understand 

the hidden meaning of less texts. Even from animated films though, it is possible 

for us as adults to see animation that seems more suitable for children, but we can 

all learn valuable life lessons. 

The word animation comes from the Latin word anima, which literally 

means soul, or animare which means breath of life. The meaning of animation in 

essence is to make the image look more alive, so that it can affect the emotions of 
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the audience, make it sad, feel in love, look annoyed, happy, it can even cause 

laughter. In an animated film itself, one of the most important components is the 

presence of characters in the story. In the world of literature, according to Jones in 

Burhan, character is a form of painting a clear picture of someone who is shown in 

a story. Burhan emphasized that the story character occupies a strategic position as 

a carrier and a messenger (mandate and morals) or something that is deliberately 

conveyed to the audience (Burhan, 2006: 17). 

Humans become targets and references that are considered interesting, 

because according to Pikkov, humans are the only creatures who are able to 

fantasize and think symbolically (Pikkov, 2010: 39). So, that is is the basis or the 

background that the characters in animated films use a lot of characters that 

represent humans or at least have human nature and character, for example 

characters that basically do not physically represent humans such as characters from 

animals, food, plants or objects. off (inanimate object). This kind of character was 

created with the aim of making it easier to touch the emotions of the audience and 

the concept of believability would occur. The presence of animated characters is 

also attempted to be present with a human-like perspective, such as thinking, having 

inner conflicts, being able to communicate using human language, acting and or 

having emotions like humans in general. 

In this study, the researcher will analyze an animated film entitled Sausage 

Party which has a duration of more than 89 minutes, and conventionally displays 

moral values in it. This film is one of the animated films that give wisdom from 

every direction of life's journey or which usually illustrates that at the end of each 

story, life will always be better. but what makes this film different and very 
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interesting is Sausage Party shows what is not in minds of people in general, there 

is a lot of combination of several thoughts, such as existentialists, religion, 

sexuality, even absurdist thoughts, all of them combine in this film. 

The film Sausage Party begins its story with a picture of a supermarket that 

sells various kinds of food needs, where all the commodities in it are able to talk to 

each other. Frank, the main character who is shaped in the form of a sausage, 

undergoes a process of searching for his identity from the various absurd things he 

goes through. 

What Frank does is actually represent a human character in real life. 

Especially if we relate it to a religious perspective. There are so many verses that 

show the phases of striving for superiority and also human development from the 

time humans are born until they die. One of them is the word of God in QS. Ar- 

Ruum verse 54: 

 

 
Meaning: Allah, it is He Who created you from a weak state, then He made (you) 

after the weak state became strong, then He made (you) after being strong is weak 

(back) and gray. He created what He wills and He is All-Knowing, All-Powerful. 

Therefore, the researcher is interested in discussing how the Striving for 

Superiority of the main character in the Sausage Party film, namely Frank. Because 

Frank, who is the main character in this film, dominates the storyline, starting at the 

beginning of the story of the film, where Frank is just a nobody, until at the end of 
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the story he becomes a figure who manages to lead all the commodities in the film. 
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supermarket and gain his confidence to save his friends from wrong beliefs about 

life outside the supermarket. 

B. Problem Statement 

 
As the title describe about, the Sausage Party film tells us about a colony or 

a group of food that can live, talk, and behave like humans. Surely without a human 

being aware of that. The story opened with a Shopwell grocery store. The food or 

whe can say the ingredient all of them are dreaming of discovering a place called 

"The Great Beyond”, which simply means someone will buy them and take them 

out of Shopwell, bought and brought them home as a dream and hope for all the 

foodstuffs in that place. 

Because the main character in this film who act as a sausage named "Frank" 

really dominates the storyline, starting at the beginning of the story of the film, 

Frank is just a nobody, until at the end of the story he becomes a figure who 

successfully leads and gains his confidence to save his friends, so the researcher 

want to know: 

How does Frank as the main character of Sausage Party movie change from 

his inferiority complex to superior personality? 

C. Research Objective 

 
The analysis in this study is more directed at explaining the psychological 

state of the main character regarding the individual psychology development 

(Striving for Superiority process) of the main character in the film Sausage Party, 

as a literary work. 
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D. Research Significance 

Theoretically, this research can improve and develop our knowledge in 

Psychology of Literature, especially discuss about this theory. Practically, this 

research can build our awareness about Personality Development. How we strive 

for superiority, and for being success in the future. The most important is how this 

research can also lead us for being a part in a good social community. In addition, 

readers will be able to learn how to analyze Individual Psychology Development 

issue in a literary work. 

E. Research Scope 

 
From the problems presented, the researcher need to limit the scope of the 

discussion, so the problems studied are not too broad and develop far. This research 

focuses on the concept of Individual Development based on Alfred Adler’s theory, 

in which how the main character of the film is trying to get out from his inferiority. 
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CHAPTER II 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

A. Previous Findings 

 
In the process of analyzing the research object, the author collects several 

references from previous research studies, which at least have a relationship with 

the author's research. All of them have a very good role in helping this research. 

The first example is the reseaech from Nur Azizah (2018) by the title 

“Analisis Psikologi Tokoh Utama dalam Film “Flying Color” Karya Nobutaka 

Tsubota”. The author limits her discussion to the psychological analysis of the main 

character Sayaka in the film “Flying Color”. Then the analysis is more directed at 

explaining and realizing the psychological state of the character Sayaka and the 

structure of the soul of the main character Sayaka in the film "Flying Color". 

The author uses descriptive method to approve and describe the Object of 

the research. In the discussion, the author uses a Sigmun Freud’s psychoanalysis 

theory approach, which can analyze the inner pressure he experiences will affect 

the attitudes and actions shown by the structure of the id, ego, superego which 

suppress each other in the soul of the main character. 

The second reference is the analysis from Detara Nabila Prastyphylia 

(2018), which discussed about “Agama, Seksualitas, dan Kapitalisme dalam Film 

Animasi Amerika Serikat: Analisis Semiotik Film Sausage Party”. The theories 

used in this research include religiosity; USA’s cultural codes in religion, sexuality, 

and capitalism; In this research, the author uses Semiotics analysis method of Fiske 

which comprises of three levels of social codes i.e. reality, representation, and 

ideology level is used in this research. 
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The author sees that the Sausage Party movie as one of the animated films 

in the United States that is full of religious content, sexuality, and capitalism; The 

filmmakers reflect on the complexities between religion, sexuality, and capitalism 

that are currently taking place in American society, then wrap it in a satirical 

comedy genre and confuse religion with sexuality and capitalism as a critique of the 

attitude of the American people towards these three things. 

Another example of previous research that is related to this research is a 

thesis from Tasya Sheilla Debora Mogea (2021) entitled “Perjuangan ke Arah 

Superioritas Tokoh August dalam Film Wonder”. In this study, the author also uses 

the personality theory of Alfred Adler, and discusses about the Striving for 

Superiority of the main character which seems have similarities with my research. 

In other word, for identifying, classifying, and analyzing the data, the author used 

two theories of individual psychology by Adler, which to analyze the striving for 

superiority and to analyze the factor causes striving for superiority. 

The difference in our research down in the selection of the film, where she 

chose “Wonder” film, while I chose to make a research about the main character’s 

personality development in the “Sausage Party” film. 
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B. Pertinent Ideas 

 
1. Psychology and Literature 

 

The development of interdisciplinary literary studies has brought literature 

together with various other sciences, such as psychology, sociology, anthropology, 

gender, and history. The meeting has given birth to various approaches in literary 

studies, including literary psychology, sociology of literature, literary anthropology, 

feminist literary criticism, and new historicalism. 

Wellek and Warren (1948: 81) in their book Theory of Literature suggest 

that the term psychology of literature has four possible meanings. The first is the 

study of the psychology of the author as a type or as a person. The second is the 

study of the creative process. The third is the study of types and psychological laws 

applied to literary works. And the fourth studies the impact of literature on readers 

(reader psychology). 

The first and second definitions are part of the psychology of art, with a 

focus on the author and his creative process. The author's psychology and creative 

processes are often used in literary writing, but on the contrary, the origins and 

processes of literary creation are not used as a guide to provide an assessment (the 

genetic fallacy). The third definition focuses on literary works that are studied with 

the laws of psychology and this is the most related to the field of literature. The 

fourth definition focuses on readers who when reading and interpreting literary 

works experience various psychological situations. 

Ratna in Wiyatmi (2011: 43) by focusing on literary works, especially the 

facts of stories in fiction or drama, literary psychology examines the types and 

psychological laws applied to literary works. There are two ways to do this study. 
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First, through understanding psychological theories, then an analysis of literary 

works is carried out. Second, by first determining a literary work as the object of 

research, then determining the psychological theories that are considered relevant 

for analyzing literary works. 

If the first method is chosen, then literary works tend to be placed as 

secondary symptoms, because literary works are considered as passive symptoms 

or merely as objects to apply theory. If the second method is chosen, then we place 

literature as a dynamic phenomenon. It is the literary work that determines the 

theory, not the other way around. 

Literary works, especially those in the form of prose such as short stories, 

dramas and novels, always show the stories of the characters in their lives. In 

writing their works, the authors must present characters with unique characters and 

behaviors to add interest to the stories they write. So, this aspect later will raised by 

literary psychology as a study material, especially regarding the background of the 

actions and thoughts of the characters in related literary works, especially a movie 

or film. 

At this time, the psychology of literature has developed rapidly. It can be 

seen from the development of an increasing number of theories. The following will 

be some understanding of the psychology of literature according to some experts. 

Literary psychology can be used as an analysis in literature which is defined by 

psychic, psychological aspects of authors and characters. 

It can be concluded that the psychology of literature was born because of 

the relationship between literature and the creation of literary works, namely the 

author as the writer, then the psyche of the characters in the literary work, and the 
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receiver of the literary work, as we know the reader as a result of the literary work 

itself. 

C. Individual Psychology 

 
Actually, Alfred Adler was Sigmun Freud’s student, but in some case they 

have different argumentation about psychoanalysis. In psychological field, Adler 

states that living things are an inseparable social unit. They connect themselves with 

others around them in social cooperation efforts, put the general welfare above their 

own desires, and get a lifestyle that is more powerful in social organization. 

Specifically, Adler said that Individual Psychology does not actually 

explain the psychology in individual way. But infact, this theory is very social in 

nature. Individual here means “a whole”. We have to see the human being as a 

whole. It does not seems like Freud’s theory which explained that humans are seen 

from their instincts, and subconcious. So, according to Adler, beside that all, human 

also have the will to power, social environment, and also desire to move forward. 

1. Types of Personality 

 
Alfred Adler's Principles of Personality Theory assumes that individuals and 

their problems in life are always social. Some of them such as feeling together with 

other people and caring about the welfare of that person. 

Alfred Adler, The originator of this theory in his book The Individual 

Psychology (1956:167) developed that humans are divided into 4 personality types, 

these 4 types describe the patterns and characteristics that organize human’s 

lifestyle. There are : 

a. The Rulling Dominant type 
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This personality tends to be active and aggressive, that often breaks 

through the agreements and rules that have been agreed before, besides 

that he often does everything he can to achieve his goals. 

b. The Leaning type 

 

Those who like to depend on others, and ask others to accept and carry out 

their interests. People who expect others to do more, when they can do it 

themselves. This is because of low social interest, it could be also due to 

personality problems such as low self-esteem (inferiority). 

c. The Avoidant type 

 

The type who tends to avoid problems that should be faced or solved 

together. This kind of personal attitude arises because of low social 

interest, and other personal problems such as fear of being blamed, 

defeated, or rivaled. 

d. The Society Useful type 

 

Adler called this personality type the healthiest than the others. This 

personality type will always be active, and willing to cooperate with the 

other people to achieve goals. This type emphasizes how he can 

participate in providing benefits in a community, but not to expense other 

people or society itself. 

2. Inferiority Complex 

 
Humans are born with feelings of inferiority, namely feelings of weakness. 

We are born as humans who have various shortcomings. According to the theory of 

Individual Psychology by Alfred Adler, humans are controlled by feelings of 

imperfection which then encourage individuals to compensate for these feelings in 
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many ways to seek perfection, freedom, and excellence. Adler said that Inferiority 

feelings are in some degree common to all of us, since we all find ourselves in 

positions which we wish to improve (Adler, 1956: 257). 

There are several symptoms indicated people who are experienced 

inferiority complex. They are low self-confidence, insecurity, inability to achieve a 

goal, easy to give up, a desire to withdraw from social situations, often feel moody, 

and experience anxiety and depression. Adler (1956: 53) states that character traits 

are classified as inferiority complex based on the ever-burgeoning aggression 

resulting towards the environment. The traits can be identified as the feeling of fear, 

indecision, insecurity, shame, cowardice, increased need for support, and 

submissive obedience (Adler said as dishonest obedience). 

As the consequence, the network of personality traits such as defensive or 

compensatory intentions that will emerge, namely; brashness, defiance, and 

stubbornness. Furthermore, the positive side of compensation will be developing in 

the form of the sense of courage, fantasy, and desire as the role of a hero or warrior. 

Several things can stimulate people to remove their feelings of weakness to 

empower their courage againts their weakness. Santoso (in Sujoko, 2009) states that 

there are at least 4 main factors to encourage individual courage, they are: 

 

a. Vision 

 

The vision is the most valuable goal to be achieved in this life. A clear 

vision of life is determined by the spiritual conscience as the center of 

the highest purpose in life that will build encourage of human life. The 

vision of life will make individuals be brave to face failure. As a result, 
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individuals will have high courage in living this life, overcoming various 

weaknesses and obstacles in themselves. 

b. Faith 

 

Faith is the form of belief in ability and potential that can give a sense 

of self-confidence. The sense of faith in individual belief will be 

glorified by God over His other servants. 

c. Self-confidence 

 

This self-confidence will grow in an individual if they are able to master, 

understand himself, and recognize various talents, abilities, and 

competencies that exist in themselves. 

d. Spirit and Ambition 

 

Spirit and ambition are used to increase courage and motivation in life. 

These things will make individuals keep forward and proficient to 

control themselves for their personal growth and development. 

3. Striving for Superiority 

 
According to Adler in Alwisol (2018: 70) every individual lives with 

physical weakness that activates feelings of inferiority, feelings that move people 

to strive to be superior or to be successful. Since the feeling of inferiority is 

generally regarded as a sign of weakness and something shameful, there is naturally 

a strong tendency to conceal it. 

In this concept, there are several influencing factors in the struggle from 

feeling inferior to being a superior person, one of the most influencing factors is 

social interest. In fact, people whose social interests are well developed, the strive 

is not for personal superiority but for the perfection of everyone in society (Alwisol, 

2018: 76). 
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Social interest is a part of human essence in different quantities appear in 

everyone behavior for example criminal, psychotic or healthy person. Social 

interest is what makes people able to strive for superiority in a healthy way. Social 

interest described by Alfred Adler guides humans in developing fictional final 

goals. In the process of striving for superiority, previously explained that every 

person has a tendency to force inferiors on the weaknesses he has, with social 

interests built by individuals, lifestyle, creative self, and the emergence of a fictional 

final goals, then the individual can improve and achieve superiority. Self 

improvement with it's emphasis on self-centered strive is a more powerful dynamic 

force in neurotics. It is not a stronger force in a healthy individual. Instead, a person 

will automatically protect himself by striving for goals outside of himself, namely 

"a goal based on interest in reality, an interest in others, and an interest in work 

together." 

It is a question of where individuals interest and attention is directed. If they 

are striving towards an external object to themselves, they will naturally train and 

equip themselves to achieve it. Difficulties will represent no more than positions 

which are to be conquered on their way to success.  

Alina Muller, a German Psychologist said in her Youtube Channel, 

Perennial Psychology, that there are 2 types of people in their strive for superiority. 

Firstly, for unhealthy people tend to much greater feeling of inferiority, so 

they need a much more extreme action form of superiority in order to compensate 

for that. And also their striving is much more centered to themselves. So they want 

to be more powerful. Secondly is for healthy people we will find that striving is 
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more directed toward the greater good things, so they want to make a good society 

and become better people for society. 

Time by time the individual carries out independent to become superior, 

purposeful action which are not only directed toward drive satisfaction. When he 

takes his place in the community and begins to adapt himself to his environment, 

he already possesses readinesses, pyschological gestures, and attitudes. 

Therefore, that is why a feeling of being part of a social community is very 

important, because if the compensation effort is not accompanied by social interest, 

then the efforts taken are not necessarily in accordance with the norm. 
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CHAPTER III 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

A. Research Method 

 
Qualitative research goals to got a specific picture of a phenomenon from 

the subject's point of view, without having to determine anything. It has the same 

meaning with Moloeng (2007: 6), which also said that qualitative is a type of 

research that aims to understand the phenomena which experienced by research 

subjects. 

Therefore, this qualitative research widely used to research and analyze 

various things related to the attitudes, motivations, perceptions or actions of the 

research subjects. 

Descriptive research method is a method which used to describe and also 

explain the phenomenon of the object of research. The phenomena can be in the 

form of activities, characteristics, changes, relationships, similarities, and also the 

differences between one phenomenon and the others. 

Moreover, the descriptive qualitative method used because the data from 

this research is in the form of utterance and words which are not statistically analyze 

and do not deal with anything about number at all. 

B. Source of Data 

 
The researcher took the data sourced from the Sausage Party movie itself. 

Sausage Party was the animated film directed by Greg Tiernan, and also Conrad 

Vernon. They were also assisted by several writers, namely Evan Goldberg and 

Kyle Hunter. Therefore, all the data took from the material objects such as Sausage 
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Party file movie with 1 hour, 28 minutes, and 45 seconds of the duration, the script 

of the “Sausage Party” movie, e-books, research results (thesis), the internet, and 

other sources that are needed. 

C. Research Instrument 

 
In this research, he researcher interprets the film, took a note in the script 

and found the concept of Individual Development of the character “Frank” in 

Sausage Party movie. 

D. Data Analysis 

 
1. Procedures of Data Analysis 

 
In analyzing data, the researcher applied some procedures of data analysis: 

 

a) The researcher watched the movie of Sausage Party more than once. 

 

b) The researcher read the script of Sausage Party and take the data that are 

necessary. 

c) The researcher identified the representation of main character in the concept of 

Individual Psychology in a literary work by the perspective of Psychoanalysis 

theory based on Alfred Adler, such as: 

- Type of Personality 

 

- Inferiority Complex 

 

- Striving for Superiority 

 

d) Then, the researcher took the important parts of the script as the analysis object, 

including the dialogue and also the screenshot of the scene part of the movie, 

which can explain the condition of main character’s Type of Personality, 

Inferiority Complex, and Striving for Superiority. 
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e) Finally, the researcher strengthened the explanation by reasons why those data 

fitted or suitable with the concept of Individual Psychology in a literary work. 

2. Technique of Data Analysis 

 
In analyzing this movie, the researcher applied the concept of Individual 

Psychology in the perspective of Psychoanalysis theory based on Alfred Adler. The 

researcher used this concept to explore the representation of main character in 

Sausage Party movie. 
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CHAPTER IV 

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 

A. Findings 

 
By analyzing the main character Frank in the Sausage Party movie, the 

researcher finds Frank's conditions when he was still in a state of inferiority. 

Researcher also finds the process of efforts or strives that made by Frank to achieve 

his superiority. 

This tabel below shows the characters in The Sausage Party movie: 
 

No Major Character Minor Character 

1 Frank – Sausage 
 

(Main Character) 

Honey Mustard – A jar of 
 

Bickel’s honey mustard 

2 Barry – Sausage 

(Frank’s best friend) 

Firewater – Tequila 

(Creator of the “Great 

Beyond” story) 

3 Brenda Bun – Hot Dog bun 
 

(Frank’s friend) 

- 

4 Sammy Bagel Jr. – Donut bun 
 

(Frank’s friend) 

- 

5 Kareem Abdul Lavash – Flat Bread 
 

(Frank’s friends) 

- 

6 Teresa Taco – Beef Taco 
 

(Frank’s friend) 

- 
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1. Inferiority Complex 

 
We born as humans who have an incredibly strong feeling of weakness and 

various shortcomings. As we know that we have weak and inability feelings, then 

surely we have to find out anything to cover it up. Therefore, this is How Frank’s 

condition as the main character when he is in the inferiority complex. First, let us 

see lyrics of the song which is very important in determining Frank’s inferiority 

complex that begin the movie. 

Sausages: In here 

We keep our wieners in our packages 

That's how it is 

Buns: It sucks 

But that's the way 

Our buns keep fresh and pure 

Baby, baby 

Sausages: But once we're out the doors, It's not a sin 

Buns: For us to let you 

Slip it in 
Rye Bread: The gods will always care for us! 

Boxes: They won't squeeze us out their butts 

Multiple foods: We cannot overstate How confident we are That our beliefs 

are accurate And nothing awful happens to us In the Great Beyond. 

(00:03:34-00:04:17) 
 

In this song, Supermarket grocers trust humans as gods who will protect 

them in the Great Beyond. This can be understood from the lyrics of the song “the 

Gods will always care for us and nothing awful happens to us in the Great Beyond”. 

But one day Frank sees the humans they believe in as Gods in the song throw out 

expired food, and Frank began to doubt. Frank questioned the truth of their belief 

in what was written in the song they always sing that “The gods will always care 

for us”. Conversaly, what Frank sees is different from what was said in the lyrics 

of the song. As we can see in this following dialogue: 
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Scene 1 (00:05:47 – 00:06:02) 
 
 

 

Frank : Man, That's super (Bleep) up about Bill and those guys. I mean, 

they stayed in their package, followed all the guidelines of the 

song. What do they get for it? 

Barry : We're not supposed to understand the will of the gods, Frank. They 

work in mysterious ways. 

Frank : I'm just saying since we base our lives on the song, it might be 

nice if there was some proof. 
 

Initially, in this scene Frank sees his partner being dumped by humans 

because it has expired. Frank began to doubt and complain. He questioned his belief 

in the song which they believe is a guide for life. However, Barry assures Frank that 

there is nothing to doubt about the Gods’ Willing because it is all a mystery. 

However, Frank is so much hesitant regarding the reality he sees as different from 

the song they always sing every day. Additionally, Frank needs for evidence from 

lyrics “nothing awful happens in the Great beyond” and “Gods will take care of 

us”. 

Frank's doubts are a form of an inferiority complex. Alfred explains 

hesitation as a trait of inferiority. It shows that at his Inferiority Complex, firstly he 

didn't know the truth behind the Great Beyond, and then starts to complain. This 

is the first time Frank tries to ask his purpose in his life as food. 
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Scene 2 (00:13:10 – 00:13:19) 
 
 

 

Honey Mustard : Look at you, following all their rules. You have no idea 
what's coming. 

Frank : What is that in reference to? What's coming? Be more 

specific, please! 

Honey Mustard : You want proof? Talk to Firewater. That bastard bottle of 

booze seems to know what's going on. 

 
 

In the scene above, a chaos ensues from all the food that was in someone’s 

shopping cart. Honey Mustard enters and tells everyone the truth about the Great 

Beyond. He says that Great Beyond is not a heaven as they believed but a horrible 

place. Hence, Frank with his fear talks to Honey Mustard who already discovered 

"The Great Beyond" which is actually a big lie. However, Honey Mustard suggest 

Frank to ask Firewater about the truth story behind the Great Beyond. Honey 

Mustard fell from the shopping cart and died. 

Frank’s fear can be identified as Inferiority Complex. Based on Adler in 

Individual Psychology theory, feeling of fear is one of the traits of Inferiority 

Complex. Finally, he find himself in position which he wish to develop by craving 

to discover a big problem. He wants to begin a journey to find the truth beyond the 

Great Beyond to help himself and his friends. That truth will give a significant 

influence toward himself and his friends. 
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Scene 3 (00:16:51 – 00:17:11) 
 
 

 
Frank : I can't believe you got out of your package. You would have 

gone to the Great Beyond. You'd be there right now. 

Brenda : There is no Great Beyond without you, Frank. 

Frank : Well, according to Honey Mustard, there might not be a 

Great Beyond at all. 

Brenda : Frank, don't say that! 
Frank : Did you hear what he said? 

Brenda : Yeah, yeah. I heard him talking about the gods, all over our 

faces, and then I saw him die. 

Brenda  : Okay. Look, guys, here's what I'm thinking. We hurry back 

to our aisles. We sneak into another package and still be fresh 

enough to get chosen. 

Frank : Okay, let's climb to the top of the shelf here. And... then we'll 

get a lay of the land... and we'll figure out where we're going. 

Come on. 

 

In this scene, Frank says to Brenda that she should be in The Great Beyond 

right now if she does not get out from her package. However, he hesitates about 

does The Great Beyond is exist? after talking with Honey Mustard. What was 

Honey Mustard said before died increase Frank’s doubt of the existance of the Great 

Beyond. However, Brenda insist to convince Frank. Finally, Frank tries to find his 

shelf with his friends and back to their package to make them fresh. As the lyrics in 

the song states that “we keep our wieners in our packages our buns keep fresh and 

pure”. What Frank believes in the song is not true. In Inferiority Complex, this 

condition called as dishonest obedience. 
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2. Striving for Superiority 

 
Striving for Superiority is an effort to overcome a feeling of inferiority, and 

in order to become a superior, individual needs to be accompanied by courage, and 

a good social interest. As Adler (1956:112) states “If they are striving towards an 

external object to themselves, they will naturally train and equip themselves to 

achieve it”. These are several kinds of efforts or strives that are conducted by Frank 

as the process which shows how the process he goes through to achieve superiority. 

In the movie, Frank looks for clues and finally he gets it from Firewater, as 

previously instructed by Honey Mustard. 

Scene 4 (00:32:50 – 00:33:08) 
 
 

 

Firewater       : Okay. The thing about the Great Beyond is, we invented it 

Frank      : What?! 

Firewater   : I know, right? As soon as you're out those doors, the gods kill 

our asses. 

Frank : What, are you crazy? That doesn't make any sense. Why 

would the gods kill us? 

Firewater : Because it makes them stronger. Every kill gives them more 

power, and it's never enough. Over the years, they've grown 

bigger, stronger, fatter. Their hunger's insatiable, buddy. 

 
 

Frank took the initiative to ask about the truth of the Great Beyond, which 

they have always considered as a place full of happiness. However, on the contrary, 
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Firewater actually gave bad news and sounded quite terrible.  
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Frank also felt strange and stubbornly said "That doesn't make any sense" 

in a high tone and an expression that seemed to show that he did not believe in that 

fact. This stubbornness action from Frank as stated by Adler, is one of the 

characteristics of compensation or strive to achieve it's goals. it also describes that 

Frank has a spirit and ambition in order to discover the truth of his belief which is 

actually a mistake and will be a big problem for him and his friends. Here we also 

know from Firewater that humans who they always thought as gods are actually 

very cruel and evil creatures for all food.  

Scene 5 (00:34:55 – 00:35:14) 

 

 

Frank : So that means Carl and Barry are dead? 

Firewater : I don't know who those dudes are. But if they went out those 

doors? 

Mr. Grits :Dead as a motherfucker. 

Frank : Oh, God. If what you're saying is true, I gotta tell 

everyone! 

Firewater :Very noble, little sausage. But also very pointless. No one 
will believe you. 

Frank : I have to try. Everyone will die otherwise. 

 

In this scene, Frank shows more positive strive or compensation. His 

stubborn actions now developed into feelings of courage, as well as a great desire 

to become a savior. This gesture depicts Frank's courage and ambition when he 

said "I gotta tell everyone" and "I have to try", in order to save himself and his 

friends from the wrong belief about the "Great Beyond". 
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Scene 6 (00:44:17 – 00:44:35) 

 

 

Frank : All right, look, I found out some pretty major shit. I met this group of 

nonperishables between the shelves, and they told me that they 

invented the Great Beyond because the gods are evil and they kill 

us! 

Brenda : What? 

Frank : But, apparently there's proof in the Dark Aisle beyond the ice. 

We gotta go there and check it out! Let's go! 

 

Scene 7 (00:46:25 – 00:46:53) 

 

 

Brenda : Well, actions speak louder than words, and your actions, 

sir, are deafening. I can't believe I got out of my package 

for you, and you won't get back in one for me. Goodbye, 

Frank. 

Lavash : We will tell stories of your idiocy. 

Sammy : Stay safe. 

Frank : Come on, guys, this affects all of us! Brenda! Sammy! 

Lavash! 
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In scene 6 and 7, Frank meets his friends and he plans to take them together 

to find out the evidence for their wrong beliefs after getting a clue about the “Great 

Beyond”. However, Frank was shunned by his friends and they think Frank is crazy. 

However, Frank still thinks that what he will do have a huge impact on their 

lives. The sentence "this affects all of us!" which he conveyed to his friends 

indicated that Frank made self-improvement against his limitations. He 

emphasizes self-centered struggle as a dynamic force that drives self-improvement. 

Automatically, he protects himself by striving for goals outside himself. This goal 

is based on interest and reality to find the truth in what he believes. Indirectly, it 

also influences his friends on what they believe. 

Scene 8 (00:58:19 – 00:58:46) 
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Frank : No way.. No, no. No, no. I gotta show them. 

They need to know how wrong they are before it's too late! 

(Frank rips off a page of the cooking book) 

 

After struggling alone to find the evidence which explained by Firewater 

and gang, Frank finally get the evidence in the form of a cooking book in which 

there are pictures showing how Humans, who are basically considered as their 

Gods, actually eat various types of food, which for them it is a crime in the form of 

a very cruel murder. 

From here, it indicates that Frank really cares about his friends who are 

actually in a very dangerous situation. 

Scene 9 (1:00:05 - 1:00:42) 
 
 

 

Frank  : I am Frank, and I am a sausage. A little 

sausage with some pretty big news. Everything 

we've been led to believe is a lie. (All groceries 

come to hear the news)When we get chosen by 

the gods, they're choosing us for death. Murder. 

Automatic expiration. The Great Beyond is 

bullshit. 

Curry Paste : What?! 

Chunk Munchers Cereal : That's crazy talk! 

Lettuce : You liar! 

 

In the scene above, it shows when Frank speaks in front of all the stuffs and 

food products in Shopwells supermarket. He gave the truth about what actually 
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happened when they moved out from the supermarket. However, everyone then said 

that Frank brought fake news. 

The most important thing from this scene, that Frank already has the 

courage to tell the truth that has been hidden for so long, even though the response 

he gets is insults and a lot of ridicule. 

Scene 10 (1:08:49 - 1:09:05) 
 
 

 

Frank : I got it this time. This time it's gonna be good. Look, I'm 

sorry. I wasn't respectful of your beliefs. And I acted like I 

had all the answers, but I don't. Nobody knows everything. 

But what I do know is that together we can fight these 

monsters, and take control of our own lives. 

Brenda : Yes! Our lives and our bodies! 

Frank : We need to unite and stop focusing on each other's 

differences, especially in immature and outdated ways. We 

have to cooperate. 

 

After they had an argument about the truth of the “Great Beyond”, then 

Frank apologized to everyone through his speech. Frank said in his speech, "what I 

do know is that together we can fight these monsters, and take control of our own 

lives." He also said "We need to unite and stop focusing on each other's 

differences.." and then he said "We have to cooperate..". 
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From what Frank said in front of all the products in the supermarket, the 

analysis that emerged from the scene is how Frank tries to convince all his friends 

to always be unite and willing to cooperate in order to achieve his goals. 

Scene 11 (1:10:30 - 1:10:48) 
 
 

 

Sugar Ropes : Come on, you candy asses. Join the fight! 

Lollipop : Hey, what do you think? Should we do it? Candy 

Balls : Come on, guys. It's us or them. 

Brenda : They're doing it. 

Frank : Yeah! We got him! 

(They managed to catch the Fat Man and tie him with a red rope) 

 
 

The scene above is when Frank helps his friends to defeat humans, who was 

previously called as a god, but then humans are considered as monsters to be 

defeated. This is because humans actually torture the food they have bought. 

From this scene, Frank and his friends act to defeat one of the humans in the 

supermarket by killing him, so that they (humans) no longer buy food supplies to 

eat at home. And finally, we can analyze that Frank is not only good at public 

speaking, but he is also willing to cooperate with others, and take a good part in 

working together. 
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Scene 12 (1:16:07 - 1:16:09) 
 
 

 

Frank : We did it. 

Brenda: We did. So... So, what do we do now? 

Frank : Whatever we want. (Chuckles) 

 
 

After Frank worked together with his friends and managed to defeat 

the humans who entered the supermarket, they finally celebrated their 

success with great fanfare. The scene above is the end of the film, where the 

main character named Frank manages to solve the problems that exist in 

his life, and he is also able to save himself and his friends from human 

danger. 

From the whole process that he goes through the film, starting from 

the position where he absolutely know nothing about the Great Beyond that 

exists in the world outside the supermarket, until he meets his friends which 

all of them are food products. Even though they had distrusted him, Frank 

was still able to build his confidence. 
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B. Discussion 

 
Inferiority complex is a condition experienced by individuals who cannot 

compensate for feelings of inferiority. In general, a person will view himself 

negatively, feel insecure, feel helpless in dealing with his environment, and feel 

unable to cope with the problems at hand. Adler identifies character traits that 

experience an inferiority complex such as fear, indecision, insecurity, shame, 

cowardice, increased need for support, submissive or dishonest obedience. 

Some researches had done within this film as the object. Based on Detara 

Nabila Prastyphylia (2018) entitled “Agama, Seksualitas, dan Kapitalisme dalam 

Film Animasi Amerika Serikat: Analisis Semiotik Film Sausage Party". She found 

that the movie explained about dismantling the articulation of religion, also 

discusses sexuality, and capitalism in animated films. 

As well as analyzing the stigma of ordinary people that believe the animated 

films are entertaining for children, she also told about the existence of taboos in 

society to talk about everything related to religion in the United States. It is because 

the separation between church and state which is guaranteed by law. 

In contrary, the researcher sees different perspective, which is the 

Personality Development of the main character in the film, or more specifically 

discuss about how the Striving for Superiority describe by the main character to 

overcome his Inferiority Complex. This animated film showed us how Frank as the 

main character is actually represent human in a real life, especially if we related to 

the phases of human personality development. 

Wellek and Warren (1948: 81) in their book Theory of Literature suggest 

that the term psychology of literature in the third definition focuses on literary 
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works that are studied with the laws of psychology and this is the most related to 

the field of literature. Begin with determining a literary work as the object of 

research, then determining the psychological theories that are considered relevant 

for analyzing literary works, which in this study uses the Individual Psychology 

theory. 

Frank as the main character in Sausage Party experiences personality 

development from inferiority to superiority. At first, Frank experienced marked 

inferiority over his doubts in his belief in the Great Beyond. Frank complained and 

questioned the existence of the Great Beyond as seen in (Scene 1) and (Scene 2). 

Frank believes in humans as Gods who will protect them in the Great Beyond as 

written in the song lyrics. However, Frank wants proof of the existence of the Great 

Beyond and his belief. At the same time, he finds a position where he must start 

moving forward and see a better future. 

As Adler in Alwisol (2018: 70) explains that every individual lives with 

physical weakness have their feelings of inferiority, the feelings that move people 

to strive to be superior or to be successful in life, and in some degree common to 

all of us, since we all find ourselves in positions which we wish to improve. 

Then in several occasions, Frank began to show that he had a high curiosity, 

great ambition, and courage in solving the problems he faced with his friends as 

described in (Scene 3), (Scene 4) and (Scene 7). As Santoso (in Sujoko, 2009) said 

that there are at least 4 main factors that can generate courage in a person, such as 

vision, faith, self-confidence, and ambition. Frank has a big ambition to save 

himself and also his friends from danger, and with his curiosity he dares to find out 

what the main source of the problems they are facing. 
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The second step in this study is to find out the process of Striving for 

Superiority by Frank as subject and also as the main character of the film. As Frank 

shown in (Scene 5), (Scene 6), (Scene 8), (Scene 9), (Scene 10), (Scene 11), and 

(Scene 12) that during the process of his struggle to become a successful and 

superior character, frank's character has developed. In his journey to find the truth 

about the Great Beyond, Frank's personality develops. Frank is increasingly daring 

to leave his fears and insecurities to seek the truth of the great beyond. After getting 

evidence, Frank tells his friends about the truth of The Great Beyond. Frank's 

courage and all his strives are the indication of   his superiority complex. 

Adler (in Alwisol, 2018: 76) stated that many attempts to struggle from 

feeling inferior to being a superior person, one of the influencing factors is social 

interest. The people whose social interests are well developed, the strive is not for 

personal superiority but for the perfection of everyone in society. 

It can be concluded that, in Sausage Party, Frank's character development 

process is called striving from inferiority to superiority. Self-improvement in 

Frank's character is a struggle that is centered on himself. It automatically protects 

itself by striving for goals outside of itself. These goals are based on interest and 

the reality that occurs, interest in others and interest in working together. Frank in 

the Sausage Party increases personality from inferiority to superiority after 

achieving goals from outside himself. The goal is to find evidence and truth of The 

Great Beyond. This is based on the interest and reality that Frank is currently facing 

over his doubts about the truth of The Great Beyond. Frank managed to fight 

inferiority and become superiority. However, indirectly the process that Frank went 
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through also had an influence on his friends. Furthermore, Frank's natural process 

indirectly saves his friends. 

Concerning to the conflict inside the film, the researcher finds that 

Personality Development is very important for human life nowadays, because many 

phenomena in today's society have feelings of weakness or inferiority complexes, 

such as insecurity of oneself. In fact, they unconsciously forget that every human 

being has their own insecurities. What makes the difference between us is how we 

behave in fighting and striving against feelings of inferiority. 

Therefore, in this study there is great hope from researchers that it will be 

useful in terms of providing guidance on how humans can develop their 

personalities by striving to achieve superiority and success in living a better life 

than before. 
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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

A. Conclusion 

 

After analyzing Frank's character in the film Sausage Party, the researcher 

found Frank is an ordinary sausage sold in supermarkets, which believes that the 

world outside of supermarket is a heaven for all food products named the Great 

Beyond. They have dreams of being bought by humans, whom they call gods. 

Finally, from the whole data above that describes in the form of several 

scenes and dialogues from the Sausage Party movie, it is revealed that Frank can 

overcome the sense of inferiority that exists within himself. He succeed against his 

own weaknesses to find the truth about the Great Beyond. Beside that, his aim to 

save all his friends for a successful and better life has totally achieved. 

The results of this study as a whole are an update when compared to one of 

the previous studies that researcher have listed at the beginning, which also 

discusses the thing about the striving for superiority. The results of this study have 

several aspects that mark the development of the subject itself. 

The researcher includes the context of the dialogue taken from the film 

script. This research totally explains how the developments described by the main 

character in the film, starting from when he was still in an inferior state to the 

moment he became a superior character. 

The researchers found several aspects that support Frank's strive for 

superiority, such as: 

a. Type of Personality 

 

b. Factors in the occurrence of Striving for Superiority 
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c. Compensation 

 

From the results of the research above, it can be revealed that Frank's 

personality type as the main character in the film Sausage Party is Social Useful 

Type, where characters who have this personality type will always be active, and 

willing to cooperate with others to achieve goals. This type emphasizes how 

individual can participate in providing benefits in a community. 

The factors that drive the struggle towards the superiority of Frank's 

character are a good vision in seeing the future, courage, high curiosity, and great 

ambition. 

And the compensation Frank shows in this film is high social interest. How 

can he be a role model for all his friends, be it in giving encouragement or taking 

part in working with the community, which means that beside Frank concerned to 

build his personality, he also concerned with social interests. 

B. Suggestion 

 

Through the conclusion of the previous section, the researcher would like to 

give several suggestions: 

1. The researcher recommends the readers are able to analyze other types of 

literary work in the same field such as poems, or novels since the issue of 

personality development in terms of striving for superiority still become a new 

discussion. 

2. The researcher suggests to the students of the English and Literature 

Department to analyze the other aspect of personality development issue with 

the different theory of literature. 
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3. Finally, the researcher hopes that through this thesis, readers will be able to 

learn how this research can lead us for being a part in a good social community. 
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APPENDICES 

 

NO Time Sausage Party 

1 00:03:34-00:04:17 Sausages: In here 
We keep our wieners in our packages 

That's how it is 

Buns: It sucks 

But that's the way 

Our buns keep fresh and pure 
Baby, baby 

Sausages: But once we're out the doors, It's not a sin 
Buns: For us to let you 

Slip it in 

Rye Bread: The gods will always care for us! 

Boxes: They won't squeeze us out their butts 

Multiple foods: We cannot overstate How confident we 

are That our beliefs are accurate And nothing awful 

happens to us In the Great Beyond. 

2 00:05:47 - 00:06:02 Frank : Man, That's super (Bleep) up about Bill and 

those guys. I mean, they stayed in their package, 

followed all the guidelines of the song. What do they 

get for it? 
Barry : We're not supposed to understand the will of 

the gods, Frank. They work in mysterious ways. 

Frank : I'm just saying since we base our lives on the 

song, it might be nice if there was some proof. 

3 00:16:51 – 00:17:11 Frank : I can't believe you got out of your package. 

You would have gone to the Great Beyond. You'd be 

there right now. 

Brenda : There is no Great Beyond without you, 

Frank : Well, according to Honey Mustard, there 

might not be a Great Beyond at all. 

Brenda : Frank, don't say that! 

Frank : Did you hear what he said? 

Brenda :Yeah, yeah. I heard him talking about the 

gods, all over our faces, and then I saw him die. 

Brenda : Okay. Look, guys, here's what I'm thinking. 

We hurry back to our aisles. We sneak into another 

package and still be fresh enough to get chosen. 

Frank : Okay, let's climb to the top of the shelf here. 

And... then we'll get a lay of the land... and we'll figure 

out where we're going. Come on. 
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4 00:32:50 – 00: 33:08 Firewater : Okay. The thing about the Great Beyond 

is... we invented it! 

Frank : What?! 
Firewater: I know, right? As soon as you're out those 

doors, the gods kill our asses. 

Frank : What, are you crazy? That doesn't make any 

sense. Why would the gods kill us? 

Firewater: Because it makes them stronger. Every kill 

gives them more power, and it's never enough. Over 

the years, they've grown bigger, stronger, fatter. Their 

hunger's insatiable, buddy. 

5 00:34:55 – 00:35:14 Frank : So that means Carl and Barry are dead? 

Firewater : I don't know who those dudes are. But if 

they went out those doors? 

Mr. Grits : Dead as a motherfucker. 
Frank : Oh, God. If what you're saying is true, I 

gotta tell everyone! 

Firewater :Very noble, little sausage. But also very 
pointless. No one will believe you. 

Frank : I have to try. Everyone will die otherwise. 

6 00:44:17 – 00:44:35 Frank : All right, look, I found out some pretty major 

shit. I met this group of nonperishables between the 

shelves, and they told me that they invented the Great 

Beyond because the gods are evil and they kill us! 

Brenda : What? 

Frank : But, apparently there's proof in the Dark 

Aisle beyond the ice. We gotta go there and check it 

out! Let's go! 

7 00:46:25 – 00:46:53 Brenda : Well, actions speak louder than words, and 

your actions, Sir, are deafening. I can't believe I got 

out of my package for you, and you won't get back in 

one for me. Goodbye, Frank. 

Lavash : We will tell stories of your idiocy. 

Sammy: Stay safe. 

Frank : Come on, guys, this affects all of us! Brenda! 

Sammy! Lavash! 

8 00:58:19 – 00:58:46 Frank : No way.. No, no. No, no. I gotta show them. 

They need to know how wrong they are before it's too 

late! 
(Frank rips off a page of the cooking book) 
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9 1:08:49 – 1:09:05 Frank : I got it this time. This time it's gonna be good. 

Look, I'm sorry. I wasn't respectful of your beliefs. And 

I acted like I had all the answers, but I don't. Nobody 

knows everything. But what I do know is that together 

we can fight these monsters, and take control of our 

own lives. 

Brenda : Yes! Our lives and our bodies! 

Frank : We need to unite and stop focusing on each 

other's differences, especially in immature and 

outdated ways. We have to cooperate.. 

10 1:08:19 – 1:09:05 Frank : I got it this time. This time it's gonna be good. 

Look, I'm sorry. I wasn't respectful of your beliefs. And 

I acted like I had all the answers, but I don't. Nobody 

knows everything. But what I do know is that together 

we can fight these monsters, and take control of our 

own lives. 

Brenda : Yes! Our lives and our bodies! 

Frank : We need to unite and stop focusing on each 

other's differences, especially in immature and 

outdated ways. We have to cooperate. 

11 1:10:30 – 1:10:48 Sugar Ropes : Come on, you candy asses. Join the 

fight! 

Lollipop : Hey, what do you think? Should we do it? 

Candy Balls : Come on, guys. It's us or them. 

Brenda: They're doing it. 
Frank : Yeah! We got him! 

(They managed to catch the Fat Man and tie him with 

a red rope) 

12 1:16:07 – 1:16:09 Frank : We did it. 

Brenda: We did. So... So, what do we do now? 

Frank : Whatever we want. (Chuckles) 
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